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1. INTRODUCTION

1.

Introduction

This campaign guide aims to support you and your country to deliver
a National Fitness Day campaign to as part of our collective vision to
get more people across Europe to be active. This National Fitness
Day campaign is part of the European Commission’s European Week
of Sport (EWoS), designed to tackle the issue of inactivity through
the core message of #BeActive.
This document will help support you in building and developing an
inspirational day with a clear call-to-action for both stakeholders
and the general population via the use of especially structured
promotional events and activities. This document is further
supported by a communication plan which looks to help organisations
communicate their core values to the relevant people as part of
European Week of Sport and National Fitness Day. This campaign
guide has been developed in the framework of the National Fitness
Day for Europe project.
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2. THE
NATIONAL
FITNESS DAY
FOR EUROPE
PROJECT

2.

The National Fitness Day for Europe Project

National Fitness Day for Europe project is an EU-funded action aiming
to promote the European Week of Sport through the organisation of a
National Fitness Day Campaign in the 8 project partner countries and more
widely across Europe. The following gives an overview of the overarching
objectives of the National Fitness Day Campaign, and should always be kept
in mind throughout the process:
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promote the European Week of Sport (EWoS) in the project
partner countries by running effective campaigns which
are based on the success of other experiences;
reinforce the grassroots sport network in each of
the non-EU project countries by organising national
stakeholder seminars based on EWoS principles;
promote EU values through fitness and sport in the project
partner countries; promote and enhance the existing NFD
programme across all of Europe and to increase understanding
and cooperation with countries bordering the EU.

3.

The Wider Context: National Fitness Days & The European Week of Sport

3. THE WIDER CONTEXT:
NATIONAL FITNESS
DAYS & THE EUROPEAN
WEEK OF SPORT

3.1 What is National Fitness Day
National Fitness Day is a marketing campaign to celebrate the fun of fitness and physical activity. The day should help to bring your nation
together as a reminder of why it’s important to move and be active, highlighting the role that physical activity plays in helping us lead healthier,
happier lives both physically and mentally.
National Fitness Day began in the UK and was created by the Energie Group in 2011, who are the largest and fastest growing fitness franchise
company in the UK. Realising the wider opportunities of the day, énergie graciously gifted National Fitness Day to ukactive in 2014. ukactive is
the national membership body for promoting health and wellbeing through physical activity and has grown National Fitness Day in the UK year
on year.
National Fitness Day proposes a number of FREE events and activities take place in gyms, leisure centres, parks, high streets, schools, universities
and workplaces as people embrace being physically active for the day.
The day unfolds by having a ‘media-moment’ to kick off the intentions and raise awareness amongst the general population, that it is National
Fitness Day. This could be a small activity with a key spokesperson or ambassador for the campaign, which can help engage and attract media
involvement. Hosting this moment supports the wider work going on across the nation and allows a spokesperson to discuss what else is taking
place across regions and communities throughout the day. It is important to have a real call-to-action within this opportunity to encourage
people to be active e.g. Visit your local sports club or leisure centre for free activities OR visit a website landing page to discover what’s on near
you.
Using your core stakeholders and partners schedule everyone to share the same social media post early in the day. This helps drive the
campaign hashtag #BEACTIVE to trend across your nation providing engagement from the start of the day and supports it staying at the
forefront of people’s minds. Following this, it is important to keep up to date with social media content being driven around National Fitness
Day - re-sharing and interacting with this content continues to help promote and widen the awareness of the campaign across the general
population. Where possible it is good to ensure there is core content coming out from your own social media channels throughout the day,
re-sharing clips and images from the media moment earlier in the day or be visiting and sharing content direct from other events and activities
taking place.
National Fitness Day is an important day as it inspires nations to move a bit more and better understand the benefits of an active
lifestyle. Being active is not only proven to improve our physical health, it also has an incredible effect on our mental health, our confidence,
our social connections and ability to build better communities. The day itself should encourage changing behaviours and habits that can last a
lifetime.
9

3.2 National Fitness Day and the European Week of Sport
National Fitness Day falls within the European
Week of Sport, a pan-European campaign driven by
the European Commission to promote sport and
physical activity across the continent, encouraging
nations and individuals to be more physically
active. Sport and physical activity contribute
substantially to the health and wellbeing of
European citizens, however the level of physical
activity in Europe is currently stagnating and even
declining in some countries. The European Week
of Sport is a joint response to this challenge as
well as a call for action.
The European Week of Sport campaign was
launched in 2015 and has been growing
exponentially over the past years both in terms of
event and participants. The National Fitness Day
campaign always happens during the European
Week of Sport and has the potential to become a
key pillar of the Week in every European country.
A successful European Week of Sport will help
the National Fitness Day campaign grow and viceversa.
You can find more information on the European
Week of Sport at:
https://ec.europa.eu/sport/week_en
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4. HOW TO TALK
ABOUT NATIONAL
FITNESS DAY

4.

How To Talk About National Fitness Day

In this chapter we’ll briefly outline how you can engage with business and consumers about National Fitness Day. A more comprehensive
overview of how to communicate about the campaign can be found in the National Fitness Day for Europe Communication Plan
(http://www.ehfa-membership.com/sites/europeactive.eu/files/nfd20/nfd_communication_plan.pdf).
With the hope that a large number of free events can be staged by multiple partners across your nation, National Fitness Day can encourage the
participation of a broad range of actors and stakeholders to promote the virtues of physical activity in their own unique style, which combine in
providing the campaign with a wider support in raising its awareness and purpose.
This diversity of language is a welcome strength of the campaign, however to ensure that the overall ethos of National Fitness Day does not
get lost in the broad range of partners voices, we encourage you to respectfully ask that all National Fitness Day-related press releases and
communications in your country contains a set of wording pre-determined by the campaign organiser (you). The best approach for doing so will
be for you to create your own template press release for any partner to use as a basis to create their own tailored communications.
For example, the following wording may be encouraged when explaining the campaign. This can also be used for blogposts, consumer outreach
and other forms of communication where needed:
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National Fitness Day is a day to celebrate the fun of fitness and physical activity, when people of all ages, backgrounds
and abilities come together to benefit from the fun and positive effects of fitness and physical activity.
Free activities and “taster” sessions will take place across the country, engaging new
and existing audiences through showing the benefits of movement.
To discover more and to get involved head to our website

5. KEY
MILESTONES
TO BUILD
NATIONAL
FITNESS DAY

5.

Key Milestones To Build National Fitness Day

The picture below demonstrates some
of the key areas of work alongside a
sample timeline required to effectively
create and deliver a National Fitness Day
campaign. This is subject to appropriate
opportunities in your country and can
be adapted to suit, with more definitive
timelines and deadlines to meet the
needs of your stakeholders and target
audiences within your country.
Whilst National Fitness Day is one day
in September, it is important to talk
about it and promote the day from
around February/March. This allows
stakeholders and partners to implement
the date and key moments leading up
to the day in their own campaign and
marketing calendars.
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We recommend getting your digital
and social toolkits created and then
shared from June onwards. Enabling
stakeholders and partners to use these
assets and help increase the awareness
amongst the general population.
Leading up to September a lot of
the marketing and communications
will be aimed towards partners
and stakeholders to get involved in
National Fitness Day. As shown on the
below timeline, from a ‘month to go’
the communications and marketing
then switches its call-to-action towards
the general population. This is when
the encouragement to get involved
and discover free activities messaging
begins, as well as creating momentum
and driving interaction through the
hashtag on social media.

5.

Key Milestones To Build National Fitness Day
Month to go PR

Data and measure capture

More noise through media on
NFD when, what it is and how to
get involved. Aimed more at the
general population audience

Capturing of participation
from the day.

Internal Planning
Pick a date

Content capture

Define how NFD will
be spoken about

Testimonials – from supporters of
NFD e.g. Ambassadors to help you
raise awareness and engagement.

List of target stakeholders
AU

G

SEPT

OC

T

JU

JUN

M

N

AY

JA

NATIONAL
FITNESS
DAY

DEC

FE

B

MAR

AP

Engage key stakeholders through
NFD seminar – to be clear on
what it is you want from them
and how you will support them to
do it e.g. assets/materials etc.

OV

L

N

National Fitness Day Seminar

Create assets to support
the engagement and
awareness raising of NFD.

Save the Date Comms
Push out communications to
proposed stakeholders to get
the date in their calendars.

R

#BeActive Content
Digital and social
toolkit creation
Create the assets required
for stakeholders to help you
activate and raise awareness
e.g. social posts, images,
posters, website banners etc.
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Driving the main hashtag across
social media with relevant content.

On-going Stakeholder
Engagement

6. STAKEHOLDERS
AND PARTNERS

6.

Stakeholders and Partners

To deliver an effective National Fitness Day you will need support from the physical activity and fitness sector to help drive activation on the
ground across your country.
The stakeholder audience you may look to engage with could include:












Fitness Industry Representatives – National, Regional and Community Clubs.
Fitness Associations.
Sports Federations and Sports Clubs.
Sports Organisations – such as local community providers (e.g. running groups), Student Sport Unions, Marathon/Triathlon Organisers.
Local Authorities – Local Sports Councils.
Schools, Colleges and Universities.
Funding Bodies – where possible to gain additional funding to support delivery.
Olympic and Paralympic Governing Bodies.
Central Authorities – Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sport, State Sports Agency.
Private Sports Companies – Events, Professional Teams, Sports Products.
National Coordinating Body (NCB) for European Week of Sport – The NCB role is to increase the outreach of
these initiatives as part of the European Week of Sport, to enhance the campaigns visibility and promotion, and
to monitor the implementation, impact and outcomes of the European Week of Sport at national level.

It is important to create a stakeholder map to be sure you take your time to think of all the stakeholders that can be involved.
This audience will not only help to activate your National Fitness Day on the ground but also support in raising the awareness of the day/campaign
amongst the general population, in order to see people, access the activities and events taking place.
When looking to engage stakeholders and partners it is important to define what you’d like from them and how this can benefit them and their
objectives, ensuring it is mutually beneficial will result in a more effective delivery of the campaign. The key call to action is likely to be for them
to put on an activity or to re-badge an existing activity on the day as part of your National Fitness Day; or for them to promote or share the central
communications you will be delivering.
More information on how to communicate with stakeholders and partners can be found in the supporting National Fitness Day for Europe
Communications Plan (http://www.ehfa-membership.com/sites/europeactive.eu/files/nfd20/nfd_communication_plan.pdf).
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7. THE NATIONAL
COORDINATING
BODY FOR THE
EUROPEAN WEEK
OF SPORT

7.

The National Coordinating Body for the European Week of Sport
Every member state of the EU and most of the
countries involved in the Eastern Partnership and
Western Balkans have a National Coordinating
Body (NCB) for the European Week of Sport.
The NCBs are responsible for organising events
during the European Week of sport, to raise
the profile and awareness of the campaign, to
monitor the impact, implementation and outcomes
of the Week. The NCB can be governmental or
non-governmental, but will be an organisation
that occupies a central role in the national sport
landscape.
NCBs can apply for funding with the European
Commission to support their activities for the
European Week of Sport and are overall a central
player in everything related to the Week on the
national level. Therefore we strongly recommend
reaching out to your respective NCBs to talk about
the National Fitness Day campaign.
You can find more information on for
each of the participating countries at
https://ec.europa.eu/sport/week/countries_en
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8. A NATIONAL
STAKEHOLDER
EVENT

8.

A National Stakeholder Event

An excellent opportunity to activate your network
and to inform stakeholders to become involved in
the National Fitness Day campaign is through your
annual national stakeholder event. This event can
come in many different shapes and forms, but in
the framework of the National Fitness Day for
Europe project there will be an annual National
Stakeholder Seminar organised.
More information on how to organise a
national stakeholder event can be found in the
National Fitness Day for Europe event planner
(http://w w w.ehfa-membership.com/sites/
europeactive.eu/files/nfd20/nfd_event_planner.
pdf).
When you have all key stakeholders in the same
room it is important that you have a very clear
message for them on why and how they should be
involved in your National Fitness Day Campaign.
In the next chapter you can find some arguments
to use to convince partner to engage in your
campaign.
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9. HOW TO GROW
THE NATIONAL
FITNESS DAY
CAMPAIGN

9.

How to Grow the National Fitness Day Campaign

The National Fitness Day campaign is open
to all organisations and individuals, it is
accessible and inclusive. The basic premise
is that the more organisations and people
you can convince to organise an event to
celebrate physical activity the better.
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9.1 Why organisations should sign up for National Fitness Day
Here are some of the arguments that you can
use to convince stakeholders to participate in the
National Fitness Day campaign:










Boosting public health by promoting
physical activity and healthy lifestyles/
exploit the marketing potential
It is a unique opportunity to
promote your brand and facility
Reach out to new members
and boost footfall
Become part of the most
active day of the year
Become part of a bigger,
European movement

There are of course many more reasons to become
part of the campaign which might depend on the
local and national context.
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9.2 How to sign up for National Fitness Day
Once stakeholders are eager to engage in the
National Fitness Day campaign it is important
that you know how you will be able to
communicate with your partners and how you will
track what is or will be happening.
It is important that you know which information
you want to collect and how you want to collect
it. This could be through digital forms, email,
paper forms, or a combination of different tools.
When you have a clear process in place you should
communicate this in the simple term to your
partners to make the barrier of entry as low as
possible.
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9.3 Useful dissemination tools
An easy way to disseminate key information
to involve stakeholders in your campaign is of
the utmost importance. Here are two practical
examples of how to do this:
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A presentation slide-deck for the
members of your team, organisation
and supporting partners to present and
share amongst their own networks.
A one or two-page document, clearly
defining what National Fitness Day is, how to
get involved and why – see the appendices
for an example from the UK, used in 2018.

10. MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION

10. Measurement and Evaluation
Monitor the success of your National Fitness Day
by looking at the core metrics you could measure:








Participation on the day at National
Fitness Day Events/Activities
Number of Events/Activities delivered
as part of National Fitness Day
Social Media Reach - via use of
#BEACTIVE in your country
Total Media Reach – via any press
and media coverage gained

Below are some suggested ways you could capture the
above data:
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10.1 Online Surveys
Using an online survey platform, you could develop
a simple online survey to send out to delivery
partners to report on their activities/events held
on National Fitness Day. If you send this out as
part of a ‘Thank You’ email the day after National
Fitness Day, it could help in getting some timely
responses.
Sample questions you might look to ask include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Region
Organisation Name
Site Name (e.g. if part of a gym chain)
Zip Code
Your participation numbers on [insert date
of the week before National Fitness Day]
Your participation numbers on
National Fitness Day – [insert date]

By measuring the participation on the same day,
the week before National Fitness Day enables you
to do a comparison to see if the awareness and
promotion of National Fitness Day helped create
a surge in activity on the day.
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10.2Spreadsheets for Delivery Partners
Using an Excel spreadsheet create a reporting
document that allows delivery partners to
populate the above information from the various
fitness centres, activities, sports clubs etc. If
National Fitness Day falls on a Wednesday – get
them to populate the participation numbers from
the previous Wednesday and on National Fitness
Day, enabling you to witness the impact National
Fitness Day has had on activity rates.
This should be shared in advance with the delivery
partners explaining why you are looking to do this
and how/when you want them to submit their
reports. This method is obviously very reliant on
the delivery partner and quite often you will not
get the best return rate on information. However,
depending on budgets and tools available to you
– this is a good way to get a feel for impact of
National Fitness Day.
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10.3 Polling Agents

A method used across many campaigns in the UK including This
Girl Can, I am Team GB and National Fitness Day is the use of
polling agents. You can run a survey through a polling agent that
has a large sample of the general population that will answer
the questionnaire. This enables you to extract the data and
extrapolate it across the nation.
Some sample questions and answer options you may look to
include:
Q1. Before today had you heard of National Fitness Day?






Yes
Yes – and I know a lot about it
Yes and I know a little about it
Yes – but I don’t know anything about it
No – I had never heard of it before today

Q2. How physically active were you on [Insert date of National
Fitness Day]? This could include, but is not limited to, lifestyle
activities, structured exercise, sport or a combination of these.
Please give your answer to the nearest ten minutes.












0 minutes
10 minutes
20 minutes
30 minutes
40 minutes
50 minutes
60 minutes
70 minutes
80 minutes
90 minutes
100 minutes
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110 minutes
120 minutes
130 minutes
140 minutes
150 minutes
160 minutes
170 minutes
180 minutes
190+ minutes
Less than 30 minutes
30 minutes or more
1 hour or more

10.3 Polling Agents
Q3. In which of the following settings, if any, were
you physically active on [Insert date of National
Fitness Day]?











Gym or Leisure centre (e.g. gym, swimming,
badminton/tennis courts, group exercise)
My Workplace
At Home
While travelling (e.g. commuting, walking/
cycling in order to get somewhere)
Outdoors (e.g. going for a run,
going for a walk, bootcamp)
Other
Not applicable - I was not physically
active on Wednesday 26th September

Q.4 [Insert date] was National Fitness Day. Did this
have any impact on how physically active you were
on that day?
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Yes
Yes, I participated in an official
National Fitness Day event
Yes, I engaged in more physical
activity but did not participate in an
official National Fitness Day event
No, it did not have an impact

Q5. How many of your children, if any, took part in physical activity
on National Fitness Day [Insert Date]? This could include, but is not
limited to, lifestyle activities, structured exercise, sport, school/
activity clubs or a combination of these.









I don’t have children
0
1
2
3
4
5+
Don’t know

11. APPENDIX

11. Appendix
Wednesday 26th September
REGISTER YOUR EVENT TODAY

National Fitness Day is back for the 8th
year and gives you the platform to
promote your brand and create a buzz, all
while celebrating the fun of ﬁtness and
getting the nation moving.

What you can do
Your National Fitness Day event can be
whatever you want it to be – from
opening up a regular class as s free trial
for new members all the way through to
going for a world record attempt.
Here’s a taster of what people have
done before:

Wednesday 26th September promises
to get a record number of Brits moving to
celebrate the fun of ﬁtness.

500m Row Challenge with prizes won!

Morning Fitness Rave

Everyone Active

Nancy Astor Sports Center

A company wide Squat Challenge

Ten Hour Spinathon!

Places for People

1Life

Why should you sign up to National Fitness Day?
Promote your brand and facilities
Reach out to new members and
boost footfall
Take part in the UK’s biggest
celebration of ﬁtness

Follow these simple steps to get
involved:
1) Decide what you will do for National
Fitness Day 2018
2) Register your event, activity or offer
at www.nationalﬁtnessday.com.
Your event will then be hosted on the
National Fitness Day site and
promoted to the public – when the
activity ﬁnder goes live!
3) Closer to the day itself you’ll be able to
download the free National Fitness
Day toolkit
4) Use the National Fitness Day digital
toolkit to promote your event via the
included marketing materials
5) Put on a great show!

Last year more than 6,000 sites across
the UK hosted over 20,000 activities,
challenges and classes to engage existing
and new members. The day saw National
Fitness Day reach new heights with a
social media reach of 65 million and 5.1
million people getting active on the
day!

6,000

sites across the uk

20,000

FREE activities hosted

Social reach of

65 Million
Registering your interest is incredibly
easy, and our team will be available
help you along the way to put on a
fantastic National Fitness Day event to
engage the public and create a local
media buzz.

www.nationalﬁtnessday.com
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www.nationalﬁtnessday.com

